ALFRED TEVES BRAKE SYSTEMS (PTY) LTD

QUALITY POLICY

Company Quality Objectives
It is the company’s objective to consistently produce brake pads and source automotive products that meet the customer’s requirements at a competitive price within the required time and at a quality level, which is ultimately aimed at zero defects.

Company Quality Policy
Alfred Teves Brake Systems recognizes that the markets product requirements and standards are the most important requirements when setting the company’s objectives and targets, as they directly affect customer relations, productivity and sustainability of the company.

All departmental functions within Alfred Teves are inter-disciplinary functions involving all company elements in achieving the customer’s requirement from the initial quotation, through production to final delivery and after sales service

Alfred Teves’ Quality Management System has been designed to comply with ISO 9001:2015 as well as to comply with Customer Specific Requirements if any. ECR90 requirements when applicable and local regulatory requirements.

The emphasis within the company is placed on defect prevention and on continuous improvement.

The achievement of the quality objectives is attained by each employee performing his/her assigned work in strict compliance with the approved procedures and process work instructions in an ethical manner.

Personnel training and development and customer focus plays a key role in “Following the RARE” philosophy adopted by the company.

By signing this policy, the management team of Alfred Teves Brake Systems (Pty) Ltd demonstrated its total commitment to the full and effective implementation of the quality management system.